
MY HIDDEN 1281 
Chapter 1281: Prepared 

Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin smiled at each other, looking victorious. 

Zhujiang Shengjing was the place his brother had arranged for his sister-in-law to stay. As long as his 

father and his family went there and sister-in-law brought the children out, it would be a flawless 

encounter. 

He believed that his father would not be able to fight back against Youyou and Tiantian. 

“The day after tomorrow, I am not busy that afternoon, so I can pick you up.” 

“Okay, the day after tomorrow then.” Fu Shengying did not suspect anything and asked, “Oh yes, your 

brother did not say when he is coming home?” 

“He has unfinished business there, but he should be home soon,” Fu Shiqin said. 

After all, his wife and children were all here, how could he not be here? 

Hearing the words, the Old Lady glanced at Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin and reminded them. 

“When your eldest brother comes home, try to persuade him. We won’t force him to get married 

anymore, and he can stop thinking of ways to stay abroad all year round.” 

They wanted him to get married and have children, because they wanted someone who knew him well 

to take care of him, not because they did not want him to return home. 

“Of course I will.” Fu Shiyi echoed. 

If they did not force his brother to get married now, they would force his brother to remarry for the sake 

of their grandson and granddaughter. 

Mrs. Fu could tell that something was wrong with the twins, but she did not reveal it right there and 

then. 

Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin ate lunch at the old mansion and went to Zhujiang Shengjing. 

Then Fu Shiqin knocked at the door of Mansion Number Seven. 

The servant opened the door and said when she saw them, “Second Master, Third Master, what are you 

doing here so late at night?” 

“We are here to see Youyou and Tiantian,” Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin said as they were about to enter. 

“Madam and the two children are already resting.” The servant reminded them. 

Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin’s expressions sank. “They slept so early?” 

The moment they put down the bowls and rushed over, they were already resting. 

Helpless, the two of them went to disturb He Chi in Mansion Number Nine. 



“Oh yes, don’t you need to tell sister-in-law that our father is coming the day after tomorrow?” Fu Shiyi 

reminded her. 

“Needless to say, the unexpected meeting makes it more real,” Fu Shiqin said with a smile. 

If Sister-in-law found out about it, she would be seen through. 

“You don’t trust our sister-in-law’s performance.” Fu Shiyi snorted. 

“Everything is ready except for the crucial moment, so it doesn’t matter if I say it or not.” Fu Shiqin 

snorted. 

Anyway, he would bring his father and his family here the day after tomorrow just to let them discover 

Youyou and Tiantian. 

Fu Shiyi reminded him kindly. “If you don’t tell her, how will sister-in-law cooperate?” 

Even if they had tricked the Old Master and his family into going to Pearl River, if sister-in-law did not 

bring the two children out, where would they run into each other? 

Fu Shiqin slapped his forehead. “Damn, how could I have forgotten about this?” 

With the two children with her, sister-in-law barely had time to go out. If she did not go out and his 

father did not meet her, all the arrangements would be for naught. 

“With your intelligence, it is difficult for our brother to not go bankrupt after giving you the company,” 

Fu Shiyi said as he entered He Chi’s new home. 

Fu Shiqin became furious. “Why not take over then? I can’t wait to see that!” 

He had gone into the entertainment industry just to be a star, so he had to finish two people’s work 

alone and now he was complaining about his IQ.. 
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Although Fu Shiyi complained about it, Fu Shiqin still did not inform Gu Weiwei about their 

arrangements. 

On the third day, when work was more relaxed in the afternoon, he drove back to the old mansion and 

drove Fu Shengying and Mrs. Fu to the Grand View Villas to help them find a place. 

Also, he showed them several villas in person. 

After checking them one by one, he pointed at He Chi’s place and said, “You must be tired after such a 

long walk. Take a rest at He Chi’s place, and then I will drive you home.” 

Fu Shengying and Mrs. Fu were indeed a bit tired, so they followed him to He Chi’s place and visited He 

Chi’s new house. 

“Number thirteen is not bad and the layout and lighting are very good, so they should be satisfied.” 

“Ten is not bad either, the living room and garden on the first floor are great.” 



… 

Standing on the balcony, Fu Shiqin observed the apartment opposite Gu Weiwei. 

Then he texted Gu Weiwei, reminding her that he and his parents would cross paths with her and the 

children. 

But Gu Weiwei did not reply to any of his texts. 

Fu Shengying and Mrs. Fu sat for a while and said after checking the time, “It is getting late, we should 

go home, and you have work to do at the company.” 

Hearing their words, Fu Shiqin panicked. 

“Wait for me.” 

He was not sure if sister-in-law had seen his texts or not. If he didn’t run into sister-in-law and the 

children outside, he would have made a wasted trip. 

If they missed this opportunity today, it would not be so easy to lure them here again. 

“What is it now?” Fu Shengying frowned. 

“My stomach hurts, I need to use the bathroom.” 

Having said these words, Fu Shiqin went into the bathroom and made a call to Gu Weiwei. 

But the phone rang several times before it went through. Then it was the servant who answered the call, 

not Gu Weiwei. 

“Second Master, Madam took the children out and she did not bring her phone.” 

Fu Shiqin looked up at the ceiling. He had planned to inform his sister-in-law to bring the children out 

when he arrived, but he had never expected that she would have taken the children out today. 

Also, she did not even have her phone with her. 

Now his father and his family were in a hurry to leave, but sister-in-law and the twins were not here, so 

they were going to miss this opportunity. 

He was just scratching his head in the bathroom when Mrs. Fu came knocking at the door. 

“Shiqin, are you done? We are leaving now.” 

“Almost done, almost done.” 

Fu Shiqin was delaying time as he tried to contact Gu Weiwei. 

However, he could not think of a way to find the three of them. 

Mrs. Fu knocked at the door again urging him to leave. 

“It is getting late, let’s go.” 

Fu Shiqin blinked, turned around and ran towards the bathroom again that he had just stepped out of. 



“My stomach hurts again.” 

Fu Shengying sighed speechlessly and waved his hands. 

“Forget it, take your time. I will ask the driver to pick you up.” 

Half an hour later, the driver of the Fu Family arrived. 

Mrs. Fu knocked at the door and said, “Shiqin, the driver is here, we can go home by ourselves. Go and 

check in with the doctor later, we are leaving now.” 

“I am done, I am done.” 

Fu Shiqin opened the door and followed them out. 

If he had known that this would happen, he would have told sister-in-law and the rest about it 

yesterday. Now that they are here, sister-in-law and the children are not here. He had wasted his efforts 

in fooling his parents. 

They walked out of He Chi’s villa. Fu Shengying and Mrs. Fu were waiting for the driver to drive the car in 

when they saw a young man pushing a pram over.. Inside the pram was a pair of twins. 
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Seeing the two children in the pram, Mrs. Fu could not help but feel sorry for them. 

But when she saw the young man holding the cigarette, she stopped him with a sunk face. 

“Young man, the children are still young. They will get secondhand smoke if you do this, it is not good 

for the children.” 

Startled at the sight of Mrs. Fu, the young man tossed the cigarette butt to the ground and extinguished 

it with his feet. 

“Oh.” 

Seeing that he had realized his mistake, Mrs. Fu softened her face and approached her. 

“How old are the children?” 

“Half a year old,” the young man answered. 

Fu Shiqin came out and saw the man pushing the pram and the two children in the pram. He slapped his 

forehead. 

It was indeed Youyou and Tiantian in the pram, but it was not Sister-in-law who was taking care of the 

child, but Yuan Meng who was dressed as a man. 

This was totally different from the script they had decided on. How was this going to continue? 

However, just as he was worried, his mother approached the two children. 



Mrs. Fu had intended to tease the two children, but she was startled when she saw the two children in 

the pram. 

This child looked so familiar, so much like their Hanzheng. 

“Fu Shengying, come and take a look.” 

Hearing the words, Fu Shengying took a few steps forward and was startled as he stared at the two 

children in the pram. 

They looked so much alike, but one of them looked so much like Hanzheng when he was young. 

Standing behind the two of them, Fu Shiqin winked at Yuan Meng who was dressed as a man and asked 

her where his sister-in-law was. 

However, Yuan Meng did not understand what he meant. She winked, indicating that she did not 

understand what he meant. 

Seeing the two chubby children, Fu Shengying and Mrs. Fu could not help but squat by the pram and 

tease them. 

The two children were wearing the same hat; they had round eyes and chubby cheeks and they were 

sucking on an apple piece with their small hands and their small mouths. They looked very cute. 

“Why does this boy look so much like Hanzheng when he was little?” Fu Shengying whispered to Mrs. 

Fu. 

“You think so too, don’t you? This is not just a look, it is a copy from the same mold,” Mrs. Fu whispered. 

Fu Shengying glanced at Yuan Meng who was dressed as a man. “This man doesn’t look like Hanzheng 

either.” 

Standing behind them proudly, Fu Shiqin watched his parents’ reaction. 

Why was he like his brother? Because he was his brother’s son and daughter! 

Mrs. Fu thought for a while and looked at Fu Shengying. 

“You don’t have any illegitimate children outside do you? If they have children…” 

“Honestly, I don’t have an illegitimate child.” 

… 

Seeing that they were focusing on something else, Fu Shiqin leaned forward and pretended to be 

curious. 

“Why does this child look so much like my brother?” 

“You think so too?” Fu Shengying looked at Fu Shiqin. 

Fu Shiqin nodded constantly. “Look at his nose and eyes, he is a copy of my brother.” 

“…” Yuan Meng was speechless. 



Although she knew that they would do this when they returned home, he should at least inform them. 

This sudden attack would totally mess up the plan. 

Fu Shengying stared at Youyou, who was calmly chewing on his apple. “They look so much alike.” 

Mrs. Fu was just feeling confused when she heard someone approaching her quickly, followed by a clear 

and familiar voice. 

“I found it on the bench by the lake.” 
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Hearing the voice, Mrs. Fu stood up slowly and saw a young girl coming back with a pair of shoes. 

“Weiwei?!” 

Gu Weiwei blinked in astonishment. She looked at Mrs. Fu, then at Fu Shengying and then at Fu Shiqin 

for two seconds. 

If this man was going to bring them here today to start the plan, he should at least tell her in advance. 

“Uncle Fu, Mrs. Fu, what are you doing here?” 

“We are here to take a look at the villas for an old friend who is returning home. It has been a long time 

since you last saw me,” Mrs. Fu said. 

Gu Weiwei laughed dryly and answered, “I was studying abroad and I just came home during these past 

two days.” 

Fu Shengying threw a look at Gu Weiwei and then at the two children in the pram. He suddenly thought 

of something and his expression sank. 

After a brief conversation, Mrs. Fu pointed at the two children in the pram. 

“These two children are yours?” 

Gu Weiwei smiled, neither admitting or denying it. 

“We have something to do, goodbye.” 

Having said these words, she pushed the pram and was about to leave. 

However, Yuan Meng, who was dressed as a man next to her, stretched out her hand with a smile. 

“Hello, I am Weiwei’s boyfriend.” 

Fu Shiqin was speechless. 

Was this woman trying to cause trouble? 

Startled, Gu Weiwei looked at Yuan Meng in male clothes in disbelief. 

“…” 



What was that? 

Boyfriend? 

What was wrong with this woman? 

Fu Shengying and Mrs. Fu looked at her in astonishment and then at the arrogant-looking young man. 

Gu Weiwei’s lips twitched and she nodded at them. 

“We are leaving now, goodbye.” 

Having said the words, she pushed the pram and left with Yuan Meng. 

Fu Shengying and Mrs. Fu stood still for a long time as they watched them enter Mansion Number Seven 

with unprecedented seriousness. 

“Those children must be from the Fu Family.” 

“No wonder he looks so much like Hanzheng when he was young. So she gave birth to them,” Mrs. Fu 

mumbled. 

Seeing that his parents were hooked, Fu Shiqin said, “Just because he resembles our brother, doesn’t 

mean that the child belongs to our brother, right?” 

“He doesn’t look like your brother?” Fu Shengying glared at him and mumbled as he got into the car, 

“That man said that the children are half a year old. Did she get pregnant just before she divorced your 

brother?” 

“Yes, yes, yes, it must be. Last year, I went to the set where she was working and gave her some chicken 

soup. She vomited after one sip. I had suspected that it was because of her stomach,” Mrs. Fu suddenly 

realized something and said excitedly. 

Fu Shiqin got into the car and said as he drove, “We are not sure yet, what if they are not from the Fu 

Family?” 

“Of course they are! The boy looks so much like your brother and she gave birth to him! Who else can 

they belong to other than the Fu Family?” Fu Shengying snapped. 

“Yes, she did not have a boyfriend last year.” Mrs. Fu was both excited and happy. She took hold of Fu 

Shengying’s hands and said, “Those two children seem to be twins, and the one who looks like Hanzheng 

is a boy, and the one who always smiles is a girl.” 

“It is good to have a boy and a girl.” Fu Shengying had a rare smile on his serious face. 

Fu Shiqin looked at his parents through the rear-view mirror who were immersed in the joy of finding 

their grandson and granddaughter. “She has been divorced from our brother for so long and now you 

insist that the child is our brother’s, just because the child resembles our brother. You are too careless.” 

“Shut up, I am not asking for your opinion.” Fu Shengying obviously did not want to be disturbed.. 
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Seeing that he had successfully tricked his parents, Fu Shiqin shut his mouth and chuckled inwardly. 

He knew that they could not be calm when they saw Youyou and Tiantian, but he had not expected 

them to be so exuberant. 

Seeing the look in his father’s eyes, he must have wanted to take the two children away. 

“Dad, let’s think of a way to do a paternity test before coming to a conclusion. They might not be our 

brother’s children.” 

“What is the point of doing a paternity test if the boy looks so much like him?” Fu Shengying had already 

determined that the boy who looked like Fu Hanzheng was definitely the grandson, and his sister, the 

granddaughter of the Fu Family. 

Immersed in the joy of finding her grandchildren, Mrs. Fu mumbled, “I was a bit suspicious at that time, 

so I should have probed more, because then I would have known.” 

No wonder she had disappeared for more than a year after the movie release, when her career was 

rising. She had gone abroad to have children. 

Fu Shengying also blamed her. 

“Why didn’t you say so earlier?” 

Mrs. Fu sighed helplessly. “At that time, she looked very displeased, but she herself did not admit it. 

How would I know that she was really pregnant?” 

It was a pity that Fu Shengying did not find out about it earlier, but it was not too late to find out now. 

He threw a look at Fu Shiqin who was driving in front of him. 

“She lives here and none of you have noticed her?” 

“Didn’t she say that she came home only two days ago? Where would I look for her? You didn’t allow us 

to interact with her, so how would I know?” Fu Shiqin blamed his father. 

Now he regretted that he had not discovered the existence of his grandchildren. But he was the one 

who had asked them to cut off all contact with sister-in-law. 

“…” Fu Shengying was speechless. 

He had asked them to separate from Gu Weiwei, but it meant that they did not discover that Gu Weiwei 

was pregnant and had children until now, so he could not blame them. 

“Alright, let’s not talk about this anymore. Contact Hanzheng first and think about how to bring the 

children home,” Mrs. Fu said calmly. 

Fu Shiqin was driving when he heard what his mother said. 

“Mom, even if they are our brother’s children, we have not cared about them since she was pregnant. 

Now that we have discovered the two children, we are bringing the children back to the Fu Family? Is 

she willing to give them to us?” 



“She can name the conditions, we just want the children,” Fu Shengying said. 

Fu Shiqin pursed his lips. Sure enough, he still wanted custody of the children. 

“Alright, alright, do whatever you want.” 

Although he had not expected for them to suggest his brother remarry, so that the children could return 

to the Fu Family, their reaction was within his expectations. 

Anyway, as long as sister-in-law had the two children, she would be able to grasp their weakness. 

“Also, ask Lei Meng to find out where Gu Weiwei has been and where the children were born. Also, find 

out who that man is,” Fu Shengying said to Fu Shiqin as he tried to suppress his excitement of becoming 

a grandfather. 

Fu Shiqin glanced at his parents sitting behind him. “You wanted her to divorce and not have children 

and now you want her to give you her children. Isn’t that too much?” 

“How is it too much? They are your brother’s children, the Fu Family’s children,” Fu Shengying said with 

a low voice. 

Mrs. Fu patted her husband’s hands and said with a gentle voice, “Alright, we can’t force this matter. 

After all, we did not help with the pregnancy or childbirth. It is too much to ask for the children to live 

with us now..” 
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“That is so true! She was pregnant and you forced her to divorce my brother, but now she has two 

children and you want to steal them away? So we are the ones who are taking all the advantage?” Fu 

Shiqin took the opportunity to counter his father. 

Fu Shengying was in the wrong and could not counter him, so he said, “Anyway, these two children must 

return to the Fu Family and we’ve just seen what kind of men she is dealing with.” 

Mrs. Fu started to worry when she thought of that man. 

“How could she give the children to such a person? The children are so young and yet she is letting the 

children be around secondhand smoke. If they are really together, they will not treat the two children 

well.” 

“Yes, that man is not a good person.” Fu Shengying added. 

Hearing the words, Fu Shiqin raised his eyebrows in surprise. Why did he suddenly feel that Yuan Meng 

was helping them when she said that he was her sister-in-law’s boyfriend? 

When his parents thought that their sister-in-law had found a stepfather for their grandchildren, they 

could not sit still any longer. 

“Dad, you forced her to divorce the father of her children. It is not easy for a woman to have two 

children, but now you are not allowing her to find a stepfather for the children.” 



“The children’s father is still here, why find a stepfather?” Fu Shengying bellowed. 

The children of the Fu Family should not have such a stepfather. 

Fu Shiqin was too lazy to say anything more. He drove them back to the old mansion and made a call to 

Lei Meng, asking his men to check on Gu Weiwei. 

He had just made a call when he saw his father calling his brother. 

Fu Hanzheng did not pick it up until he had called three times. 

“What is it?” 

Fu Shengying looked serious as he held the phone. “Didn’t you know that Gu Weiwei has two children?” 

Fu Hanzheng’s voice sank. “What children?” 

It seemed that they had discovered her and the two children. 

But according to the plan, he had to pretend not to know. 

Fu Shengying’s voice was trembling, whether from anger or excitement he couldn’t tell. 

“Gu Weiwei has two children, they are yours.” 

Fu Hanzheng stayed silent for a while and then asked with a low voice, “When did this happen?” 

“We ran into them accidentally today. One of the two children looks exactly like you when you were 

little. The children are only half a year old now, so the children should be yours,” Fu Shengying said. 

Mrs. Fu took the phone and stressed to him. 

“Come home and think of a way. You have no idea what kind of boyfriend she has found. He smokes as 

he looks after the children and he has some strange tattoos on his body…” 

“Boyfriend?” Fu Hanzheng sounded even colder than before. 

She had only been home for a few days, how could she have a boyfriend? 

Also, it seemed that he was a man they did not know. 

“I am not sure about that person, but he is definitely not a good person,” Mrs. Fu said. 

Seeing that they had missed the important points, Fu Shengying grabbed the phone and said seriously, “I 

don’t care what you are busy with now, come home within three days. Those two children are the most 

urgent matter of the Fu Family.” 

Business was not more important than bringing back the two children. 

Over the past year, they had been looking forward to seeing who would get married and have children 

first, but they had no idea that they had already become grandparents.. 
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Sitting next to him in silence, Fu Shiqin watched his anxious parents. Everything was under control. 

Old Lady got up from lunch break and saw Fu Shengying and Mrs. Fu sitting anxiously in the living room, 

as if something terrible had happened. 

“What happened? Why are you so nervous?” 

Mrs. Fu got up and helped Old Lady to sit down. “We met Gu Weiwei when we were visiting the villas 

for Old Yu’s family.” 

“So be it. Why are you so anxious?” Old Lady glanced at Fu Shengying, who looked anxious. He had 

retired for so many years and it was rare to see him so anxious. 

“We not only saw her, but also saw her with two children?” Mrs. Fu said. 

“Two children?” Old Lady was confused. 

Seeing that Mrs. Fu was not ready to say it out loud, Fu Shengying said anxiously, “They look like 

Hanzheng’s, you don’t know, but that boy looks exactly like Hanzheng when he was little.” 

Hearing the words, the Old Lady looked at Mrs. Fu and Fu Shengying in disbelief. 

“Really? Are you sure they are Hanzheng’s children?” 

“I am not sure if he is my brother’s child, but he does look like my brother,” Fu Shiqin said. 

“How can a child who is not your brother look like your brother for no reason?” Mrs. Fu glared at Fu 

Shiqin and said to the Old Lady excitedly, “The two little ones are already half a year old. Oh my, you 

have no idea how lovely they look. Oh my, why did I forget to take pictures of the children…” 

“Damn, how could I have forgotten about this?” Fu Shengying felt regretful when he thought of it. 

Old Lady was confused. “Are you sure? They are both Hanzheng’s children?” 

“How could I have been wrong about that? We saw it clearly. One son and one daughter. The two 

children are just half a year old. Isn’t that when she got pregnant and divorced Hanzheng?” Mrs. Fu said. 

Old Lady was surprised and excited, but she was also worried. 

“Did you tell Hanzheng?” 

“I just called him and he will be back as soon as possible,” Mrs. Fu said. 

Old Lady nodded and said to them, “Let’s go and take a look tomorrow. We need to figure out what she 

intends to do so we can come up with a countermeasure.” 

Fu Shengying nodded. “Yes, yes, we will check it out tomorrow.” 

She had looked at the two children in a hurry and had taken them away before they could see them 

clearly. 

Mrs. Fu agreed and suddenly thought of something. 

“We can’t go empty-handed, we need to buy something for the children.” 



“Yes, yes, yes.” Fu Shengying checked the time and said instantly, “It is still early, go and buy it now. We 

can bring it over tomorrow morning.” 

“Then you can go and buy them. I need to go to work, so I am leaving now,” Fu Shiqin said and left with 

the car keys. 

However, he did not go to Fu’s Enterprise, but to Zhujiang View, where Gu Weiwei and her family lived. 

But the moment he entered the room, he found Fu Shiyi already there, playing happily with Youyou and 

Tiantian. 

“Damn you, you are sneaking in again.” 

“I just finished my work and came here directly,” Fu Shiyi said as he played with the two children. 

Fu Shiqin joined in the fun and glanced at Gu Weiwei who was reading and drinking tea. 

“Our father and the rest will be here tomorrow to see the two children. They want to know what you 

intend to do. They want custody of the children..” 
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Gu Weiwei nodded calmly. 

“Okay, got it.” 

They had expected that they would want the child’s custody. 

“They are out shopping for the child now, probably one or two cars.” Fu Shiqin shared the information 

with Tiantian in his arms. 

“Anyway, sister-in-law, you just need to turn them down coldly tomorrow.” Fu Shiyi threw a look at Gu 

Weiwei and said, “You can take revenge for forcing you to divorce.” 

Gu Weiwei squinted at him. “I am not that bored.” 

Although she was forced to get a divorce, she had never hated anyone from the Fu Family. 

“Now that our father has taken the bait, the rest is up to our brother,” Fu Shiyi said. 

Yuan Meng had already picked up her son Yuan Bao and threw a look at Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin. 

“What are you doing here? Aren’t you afraid that your family will find out?” 

Fu Shiqin stared at him for a few seconds and suddenly thought of something. He tossed the toy away 

and said. 

“Didn’t you say that you were sister-in-law’s new boyfriend in front of my parents?” 

“What is it?” Yuan Meng raised her eyebrows and looked annoyed. 



“Please continue to be my sister-in-law’s boyfriend.” Fu Shiqin said as he called Gu Weiwei. “Sister-in-

law, you have to cooperate, especially in front of my parents. You have to show that this is the future 

stepfather you found for the child.” 

His father and mother were not very satisfied with this person and if they were forced into a corner, 

they would find an unreliable stepfather for their child. 

He might as well ask her to remarry his brother and follow his father. 

Gu Weiwei was speechless. 

She had just explained to Fu Hanzheng how her so-called boyfriend came to be, and now they were 

asking her to pretend to be a couple with Yuan Meng, so that they were getting married. 

“Got it.” Yuan Meng took a bite of the apple on the table and sat down on the sofa with legs crossed. 

“The more displeased your parents are with me, the more anxious they are, so you might as well ask 

your brother to remarry.” 

Fu Shiqin snapped his fingers. “Yes, that is what I mean.” 

Sitting on the floor, Fu Shiyi gave Tiantian the toy and said. 

“Baby Tiantian, when grandpa and grandma arrive tomorrow, remember to do your best to act cute, 

alright?” 

Tiantian grabbed hold of the toy and waved her hands, making small sounds excitedly. 

Fu Shiyi agreed with Tiantian and gave Youyou a toy. 

“Baby You, be happy tomorrow and show some cuteness to your grandparents.” 

“They are already so cute when they lie down there, no need to act cute.” Fu Shiqin snorted. 

Now the two children were chubby and cute. 

“True.” Fu Shiyi agreed. 

These two little fellows looked cute no matter how you looked at them. There was no need for them to 

deliberately act cute. 

Fu Shiqin held Youyou’s hands in one hand and Tiantian’s hands in the other. 

“Baby Youyou, Baby Tiantian, it is up to you if your parents can remarry. Good luck.” 

Seeing their behavior, Gu Weiwei did not want to make any comments. 

The two children could not speak yet, so what could they understand? 

Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin were playing with the two children and did not return to the Fu Family’s mansion 

until the evening. 

The moment she came home, she saw the living room full of children’s toys and a few strangers sitting 

at home. 



“What are you doing?” 

“Good that you two are back. Come here, I have something to tell you,” Fu Shengying said to them. 

Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin exchanged a look and sat down together. 

“Dad, what is it?” 

Fu Shengying said as he held the designs. 

“Didn’t you never live in your two houses? We are going to demolish the theme park so your nephew 

and niece will have a place to play when they return.” 

“…” 

Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin were speechless. Was he really their father? 
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Seeing that they were silent, Fu Shengying thought that they had no objections. 

“Here, take a look, this is the design plan.” 

“No, Dad, it is not even certain if your grandchildren can be brought home, why are you in such a 

hurry?” Fu Shiyi asked. 

Although they did not live in the old mansion, they had their own place. If they tore it down, it would be 

too painful for them to bear. 

“It will take some time before your places are demolished and the park is built. When it is finished, they 

will be here and we can play with them,” Fu Shengying said as he excitedly compared the designs, 

looking like a model grandfather. 

Fu Shiqin pursed his lips and said, “Dad, don’t be too optimistic. She has a boyfriend now and the 

children are hers. She is not willing to give them to us just because we want to have custody of them.” 

He had just found out that he was a grandfather and now he was going to demolish his own sons’ homes 

and build a children’s amusement park in their place. Wasn’t he too excited? 

“What do you mean? You don’t want my grandchildren to come home?” Fu Shengying’s expression sank 

when he heard Fu Shiqin’s words. 

Fu Shiqin raised his hands in surrender. “Alright, as long as you are happy, just open it. You can build 

whatever you want.” 

Although those words were for his father’s appeasing, Youyou and Tiantian would come home, and so 

would sister-in-law. 

Therefore, it was not a bad thing to build a place for the two children to have fun. 

“By the way, any news about Lei Meng?” Fu Shengying asked. 

Fu Shiqin thought of the call he made in the afternoon and nodded. 



“Yes. Gu Weiwei stayed in a small town in France for more than a year and she had the children there. 

She returned to the country a few days ago and she bought Mansion Number Seven in Pearl River under 

Jolin’s name.” 

“Where is her hooligan boyfriend from?” Fu Shengying asked. 

Anyway, he would never allow such a person to be the stepfather of his grandchildren. 

“She met that man in France. He seemed to have saved our sister-in-law once and taken good care of 

her and the two children. He came to Hua Land with her when she returned home,” Fu Shiqin said as he 

observed his father’s expression. 

Fu Shengying looked cold. “Even so, she can’t be with such a person.” 

“Didn’t you ask her to divorce our brother and now you are forbidding her from being with anyone else? 

You are so strict!” Fu Shiyi complained. 

“I did not ask you to speak!” Fu Shengying squinted at him. 

Fu Shiyi pursed his lips and stopped talking. 

Fu Shiqin cleared his throat and reminded him. 

“Dad, didn’t you say that she is too deeply involved with the Gu Family, so you wanted her to divorce 

our brother? She is the mother of those two children, which means those two children are also involved 

with the Gu Family. If this is the case, why do you want the children to come back here…” 

Before he finished his words, Fu Shengying raised the teacup on the table and was about to smash it. 

“Try saying one more word, they are children of the Fu Family, what does she have to do with the Gu 

Family? 

She was not the Gu Family’s daughter before, and now she is not even a member of the Gu Family…” 

… 

Fu Shengying stopped speaking as he suddenly realized that his words had slapped himself in the face. 

“Dad, didn’t you say the opposite of that before?” Fu Shiqin reminded him. 

Hehe, he could not help but feel a bit happy when he saw his father slapping his own face.. 

Chapter 1290: Embarrassment 

 

Fu Shiyi chuckled and echoed Fu Shiqin. 

“That’s right. You took issue of the fact that she was adopted by the Gu Family and insisted that our 

brother divorce her. Now that she has broken off the relationship, you are rushing to find her. Aren’t 

you embarrassed?” 

“So you two don’t want the two children to come home that badly?” Fu Shengying snapped. 



What was face when it came to grandchildren? 

“Of course we do, they are your grandchildren. We are just reminding you that you asked her to divorce 

our brother and now you want her to give you custody of her children. That is so humiliating,” Fu Shiqin 

said with a smile. 

But he knew his father too well. As long as he could meet his grandchildren, he would let them slap his 

face too. 

“Alright, I didn’t ask for your opinion, hurry your brother to come home soon.” 

Fu Shengying was too lazy to listen to their gossip. He took the design and asked the designers to discuss 

it in the study. 

The moment he left, Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin clapped in celebration. 

Fu Shengying was busy talking with the designer about the children’s theme park, whilst Mrs. Fu and the 

Old Lady were choosing the presents for the two children tomorrow. 

Old Lady sighed as she held a children’s toy. 

“From when we forced her to get a divorce and the children are about to be six months old, we did not 

help much. Now we want to visit the children, will she let us meet them?” 

Mrs. Fu could tell that the Old Lady was worried that Gu Weiwei would hold a grudge against them 

because of the divorce, so that they would not be allowed to see the two children tomorrow. 

“She is a reasonable child, so she probably won’t.” 

“If she really doesn’t want us to meet the two children, it is because we are the ones who have wronged 

her.” Old Lady sighed deeply. 

Mrs. Fu stopped what she was doing and consoled the Old Lady with her skinny hands. 

“We have wronged her about the divorce. She must have suffered a lot when she was pregnant abroad 

alone. If we want the two children to return to the Fu Family, we better discuss it with her.” 

She was a mother, and she knew how much suffering she would have had to go through while she was 

pregnant and had the children. Especially when she was having twins for the first time, she would have 

to bear twice the burden compared to most pregnant women. 

They had forced her to get a divorce and now they were too ashamed to force her to give them custody 

of the children. 

Also, she thought that Hanzheng should deal with this matter himself. 

Old Lady nodded in agreement. “We can’t do it head-on. Try to persuade Shengying not to mention 

anything stupid tomorrow.” 

“I know, we are just visiting the child tomorrow, not talking about custody,” Mrs. Fu said. 



They did not even know that she was pregnant and had children. They had just found out about the 

existence of the two children yesterday and now they were asking for the custody of the two children. 

How could they be so shameless as to open their mouths and ask? 

Also, the two children were obviously still being breastfed and it would not be good for the three of 

them to mention this matter. 

“Let’s go there tomorrow and see if she has enough helpers. If she doesn’t have enough helpers, we can 

find some people who will take care of the children. After all, we need to take care of the two children.” 

Old Lady stressed. 

Mrs. Fu chuckled helplessly. “I have already made a call to someone just in case. I will go and take a look 

tomorrow and if need be, she can come and start immediately.” 

She was definitely concerned about her grandchildren. 

They had spent the entire afternoon preparing everything they could think of. 

 


